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US Warmakers Zero In On Russia
The bottom line: Congress risks war with Russia, as appears to be plotted by the international banking cabal
Editor Charles E (Chuck ) Carlson writes: Its time peace seeking Americans tell elected official at all levels of government, "do your
part of peace or go to work for a living. We want and end to our 27 year old wars that began with Iraq, and has spread all over the
oil producing Middle East. We want peace with Russia and its long suffering people." This has nothing to do with what I may think
of Donald Trump.
It appears that our Unelected Supra-Gov has now switched places with the former Soviet Union of 40 years ago, as the number one
exporter of war in the world. Bloomberg New, 7/28, tells us, "The U.S. bill, which also imposes new sanctions on Iran and North
Korea, had been delayed while lawmakers resolved procedural issues and revised language that energy companies said would
prevent many overseas deals. The Russia sanctions in H.R. 3364 are an unusual signal of disapproval of Trump from congressional
Republicans. Lawmakers say they want to prevent the president from acting on his own to lift penalties imposed by the previous
administration for meddling in last year's U.S. election and for aggression in Ukraine. House and Senate committees and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation are examining possible ties between the Trump campaign and Russia.
?We did everything we could to save relations from collapse but the Americans did just the opposite,? Konstantin Kosachyov,
chairman of the International Affairs Committee in the upper house of parliament, wrote in Facebook... ?The U.S. has become a
totally hostile power and Russia is acting accordingly. This was aimed not at Trump, but at America.?
Spokesman Dmitry Peskov said Putin didn't wait for Trump's reaction to the sanctions bill because ?the form in which it emerged
from the Senate had greater significance.? In effect, he said, it's 'almost final.'?
Editor CEC returns to conclude:
Our call for peace should begin in our churches. There only does our leader, Jesus, tell us "Blessed are the Peacemakers, for they
shall be called the sons of God"
The manipulated Congress is now using its feud with Trump as an excuse to escalate toward war acts upon Russia. That is where
economic sanctions usually end up! The Unelected Supra-Gov that steers our elected, after we vote them in, seems bent on forcing
conflict with the Russia, the only nuclear power that has freed itself from World Communism. It came out of the "Iron Curtin" about
the same time the US began our serial wars of conquest in the Middle East. Have we switched places with the Soviets?... is our
Neo-Con war machine the new war equivalent or USSR half a century ago?" Demand peace.-CEC
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